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http://www.cucaera.co.uk/grp/ 

•Check accuracy of grid references 
•Choose suitable site name & 
proximity indicator 



Real world GPS accuracy 
 
•On Garmin GPS units, the displayed EPE (Estimate of Precision Error) is the 50% 
probability radius of the indicated location. So if the GPS gives an EPE of 5m (pretty good 
reception conditions) then there is a 50% chance that the actual location is within 5m of 
the indicated position, but a 50% chance that it is more than 5m away.  The EPE is often 
>5m, and when reception is poor, may be >10m. 
 
•Therefore in practice, the more precise the grid reference, the less accurate it is: 
 
•1m precision (10 figure) grid references are almost always incorrect 
•10m precision (8 figure) grid references are quite often incorrect 
•100m precision (6 figure) grid references are occasionally incorrect 
•1000m precision (4 figure) grid references are almost always correct 
 
•The best compromise between precision and accuracy, using currently available GPS units 
is a 100m precision (6 figure) grid reference 
 

I use a mix of 6 and 8 figure grid references and check every grid reference using 
http://www.cucaera.co.uk/grp/ 



A case study in inaccuracy –  
Juncus balticus on bank of the River 
Findhorn 

Where the GPS said the plant was ... 

Where the plant actually was ... 
 
Different side of the river & 
different 100m grid square! 



http://www.cucaera.co.uk/grp/ 

While ‘cucaera’ mapping is excellent, for greatest clarity of vc boundaries use 
the DDb grid reference lookup tool ...  



http://www.cucaera.co.uk/grp/ 



MapMate vc boundaries are NOT very accurate! 
(vc94 example – red line) cf NBN vc boundary – (grey) - up to 1km mismatch 

Hectad & tetrad grids 



MapMate F5 query – check vc of your records 

Ensure that options are set to ‘Default to Sites in ALL’  



MapMate F5 query – check vc of your records 

Ensure that options are set to ‘Default to Sites in ALL’  



F9 query is customisable eg. include vc, hectad and tetrad in results 



MapMate gridref x vc 
mismatches (7/4/2016) 



(Date) > Show all related > Taxa 
 

•Did I see all these taxa on this date? 



If you receive lots of records in a spreadsheet, use the DDb ‘gridref parser’ to run a check 



http://www.bsbi.org.uk/resources.html 

If you don’t use MapMate or receive records from non-MM users, use a pre-formatted 
spreadsheet available on BSBI Resources webpage for entering records, eg.  



In Summary 
 
•Make sure you set your GPS to give the most accurate readout possible; that is with WAAS 
enabled and using both GLONASS and GPS satellite systems (if available on your GPS). 
 
•Enter records to MapMate / spreadsheet / database as soon as possible after making the 
records.  This ensures the greatest accuracy of records, as still fresh in your mind. 
 
•Sync MapMate records to the BSBI Hub regularly.  Do not wait until end of the year. 
 
•MapMate records are uploaded to the DDb every 2 weeks. 
 
•Correct any errors in MapMate and send a sync to the Hub there and then.  
 
•Watch for newly added records to appear on the DDb. 
 
•Because you will  have submitted clean and tidy records, few errors should reach the DDb.  
Validate records as they arrive on the DDb (only takes 5 minutes every 2 weeks). 


